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Sustainability
notebooks

Jupyter notebooks are computational documents containing 
code, prose, and the outputs of computations. By performing 
analyses or figure generation in a notebook, the process of pro-
ducing the output is automatically captured in a format that can 
be re-executed, making it more likely that results can be repro-
duced or modified later, either by the authors or by reviewers 
and readers.

nbval
A key part of sustainability of any software is testing. The nbval 
package enables automatic testing and validation of notebooks 
by integrating with the pytest testing framework.

nbdime
Diffing and merging content is an important part of collabora-
tion, in both software and communication. nbdime enables diff-
ing and merging notebooks, making intelligent decisions based 
on the structure of notebook documents. 

What is a Jupyter Notebook?
• Document format including 

prose, code, and rich media 
output

• Web application for creating 
notebook documents

• Interactive environment for ex-
ploratory computing

• Language agnostic with kernels 
in many languages, including 
Python, R, Julia, Haskell, 
JavaScript, C++, and more

• Convertible to other formats, in-
cluding HTML, LaTeX, PDF, 
Markdown, etc.
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Productivity
Interactive tools such as IPython and Jupyter improve produc-
tivity by enabling rapid, iterative prototyping and exploration.

Notebooks, being both an interactive environment and a com-
munication medium, facilitate collaboration by keeping the re-
searcher in one environment for both performing computational 
explorations and communicating the current status with col-
leagues. 

By including code, prose, and rich media outputs, notebooks 
enable collaboration with technical and non-technical col-
leagues alike, reducing the need to work separately in coding 
environments and presentation software or static documents.

What is IPython?
• Tools for improved interactivity in 

the Python language
• Introspection tools
• Tab completion
• Tooltips
• Improved tracebacks

Life-cycle of a Computational Idea
Jupyter provides tools for the life-cycle of a computational idea, from interactive explora-
tion to collaboration to testing to communication, publication, and reproducibility.

1. Explore ideas interactively in a Jupyter environment, such as IPython or a notebook.  

2. Build a library or simulation based on what has been learned.
3. Describe results in an academic publication or blog post, accompanied by demon-

stration notebook(s). 
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4. Publish companion notebooks via binder or another service, enabling readers to inter-
act with your work and quickly reproduce results and create derivative work.

LIGO Gravitational Wave Observation
https://losc.ligo.org/tutorials/

Accessibility
There is a growing wealth of software tools for data science, 

and a growing diversity of students and researchers who need 
data science tools but may not have the programming or Unix 
skills expected by traditional tools.

Jupyter’s web-based tools allow local deployment as a desk-
top application, or hosted deployment on shared computational 
resources with JupyterHub—including in the cloud or on tradi-
tional HPC systems—managed by instructors or system admin-
istrators. 

Jupyter deployments enable students to run computations on 
large scale computational resources and learn computational 
concepts without the need to install any software on their own 
computers, or to resort to terminal-based environments.

Jupyter Ecosystem
• JupyterHub: multi-user server for exposing hosted compute 

resources to students and researchers, such as cloud ser-
vices or HPC

• nbviewer: Web service for rendering notebooks to HTML for 
easy sharing on the web

• binder: Web service for hosting demonstration and example 
notebooks based on GitHub repositories for zero-install 
demonstrations.

• nteract: Desktop application for running local notebooks
• JupyterLab: next generation web application and toolkit for 

building Jupyter-based applications
• nbval: pytest plugin for testing and validating notebooks
• nbdime: toolkit with git integration for diffing and merging 

notebooks
• Kernel Gateway: Server for providing hosted kernels, which 

can be used by non-notebook applications such as dash-
boards
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